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Editorial Preface: Engaging
Kamau Brathwaite
Kelly Baker Josephs
For the past seven years, I have been stewarding the Kamau Brathwaite Bibliograbean Digital conference in 2014. The bibliography, housed as a group library on Zotero,
builds on earlier print bibliographies of Brathwaite’s works but—due to the looser space
limitations for digital bibliographies—is more capacious and ambitious than previous collections of his work. And unlike the print versions, it exists as a living document, forever
subject to additions, merges, deletions, and other edits.1
collaborators that initiated the project, I have also worked with other scholars and students
to edit the entries, publish a static PDF version, and add new entries over time. For many
of Brathwaite’s work.
This is, perhaps, a carelessly creative use of the word archive—especially in relation
to Brathwaite, who was so careful about collecting, preserving, and documenting his own
place to which we scholars can go to pore over his papers and manuscripts.2 Given his stature as a canonical Caribbean writer and his contributions to Caribbean letters, this is sad;
but given his complicated relationship to archiving and the materiality of his work, it is not
scholars must rely on what may be called alternative archives, such as the Kamau Brathwaite
(see Zimbler in this issue), such as the Caribbean Artists Movement (CAM) archive at the
George Padmore Institute; and on bits of Brathwaite ephemera to be found in unexpected
places.
This special issue of the Journal of West Indian Literature (JWIL) presents the opporin some Brathwaite ephemera by sharing two letters I received from Jack Healy when he

Healy writes that he believes the second letter (26 Mar. 1971) is especially “important: it
captures the atmosphere, the predicament, some of the players, and the strength of Kamau
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to the author, 3 Mar. 2021).
Beverley Brathwaite has kindly granted me permission to reproduce these letters in
full with this issue. The letters provide us a glimpse of the ways Brathwaite was invested in
Caribbean literary studies and in building a collaborative community that honoured not
only the visible work but also the behind-the-scenes labour and generosity that made the
visible possible. As Healy points out, the second of the two letters might be the one that
championing of Andrew Salkey—“I would be prepared to give up my paper to him if it
would make things easier to have him. No one has done more, over the years, for Commonhis generosity and his continued work to open spaces for other Caribbean writers (as he had
done collaboratively via CAM while in England). His scribbled postscript—“Please don’t
think I’m making invidious comparisons. I’m just trying to let you see how the thing can be
lation of upper-case letters) to come in some of his later work.
Each sentence deserves more attention than I can or do give them here, so I include
1 and 2).

Building an Alternate Archive
With special issues such as this, we build alternative archives for ourselves and future
Brathwaite scholars. Prior to Brathwaite’s death in February 2020, which led to a proliferation of feting of various kinds, there were precious few special issues of journals dedicated
to his work, though these were augmented by at least as many edited volumes of critical
essays on the range of Brathwaite’s oeuvre. These alternate archives extend access to—and
make relevant anew—Brathwaite’s theoretical and creative work. A few of these collections
often referenced (and which I myself return to regularly) include the following:
•

Kamau Brathwaite: 1994 Neustadt International Prize for Literature, special issue of World Literature Today, vol. 68, no. 4, fall 1994.

•

Stewart Brown, editor. The Art of Kamau Brathwaite. Seren, 1996.

•

Verene Shepherd and Glen Richards, editors. KONVERSATIONS in KREOLE. The Creole
Society Model Revisited: Essays in Honour of Kamau Brathwaite, special issue of Caribbean Quarterly, Mar.–June 1998, vol. 44, nos. 1–2, 1998. 3
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Fig. 1. (Edward) Kamau Brathwaite’s letter to Jack Healy, 11 Dec. 1970. Reproduced with permission from Beverley Brathwaite.
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Fig. 2. (Edward) Kamau Brathwaite’s letter to Jack Healy, 26 Mar. 1971. Reproduced with permission from Beverley Brathwaite.
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•

Timothy J. Reiss, editor. For the Geography of a Soul: Emerging Perspectives on Kamau Brathwaite.
Africa World Press, 2001.

•

Kamau Brathwaite special issue of Anthurium, vol. 1, no. 1, 2003.

•

Annie Paul, editor. Caribbean Culture: Soundings on Kamau Brathwaite. U of West Indies P,
2007.

•

Kelly Baker Josephs, editor.

, sx salon 27, Feb. 2018.

Since Brathwaite’s passing, there have been calls for tributes and essays to be gathered for
special issues and collections. I want to note two of those here: the 2021 Diasporic Rhythms
special issue of The Caribbean Writer, which is central to Kim Evelyn’s essay included in this
issue, and the republication and discussion of Brathwaite’s foundational Caribbean studSmall Axe.
tributions to Caribbean letters.
When putting together the call for submissions for this 2022 special issue of JWIL,
I wished this contribution to the alternative archive to sketch as much of the Brathwaitean
Engaging Kamau Brathwaite to allow
for a broad variety of potential essays. Brathwaite and his work span the canons of Caribbean, African, American, African American, and postcolonial literatures, and at least as
na, Brathwaite represents a truly transnational intellectual, though it may be argued that
the Caribbean region was always the centre—the groundation—of his thought processes.
and critical writings, as well as his organizational, pedagogical, and editorial work. Thus,
Brathwaite and his work may be engaged on/from multiple dimensions as relevant to contemporary conversations about race, region, rhythm, and representation. With this special
issue, we sought to present that range of Brathwaite’s relevance to scholarship, service, and
The issue begins with the kind of memorialization and mourning that Brathwaite
himself often enacted in his writing. In their essay on the kamau brathwaite remix engine
Twitter account and their 40 Nights of the Voice undertaking, Ronald Cummings, Kaie
many of us needed during the turbulence and uncertainty of May/June 2020. The following four articles push our readings of Brathwaite’s writings beyond, and before, the popular
citations. Jarad Zimbler argues for a (re)reading of Brathwaite’s early poetry, while Andrew
Rippeon focuses our attention on the images in Brathwaite’s later poetry collection. Dashiell
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Moore and Elaine Savory read thematically across swathes of Brathwaite’s writings, with
and Savory tracing his long-standing, though often-overlooked, ecological concerns.
We close the issue with three essays on teaching Brathwaite to today’s undergraduate students, particularly those learning in North American classrooms (real and virtual).
cohere and animate students in an online course during the COVID-19 pandemic; and
teaching poetry and essays by Brathwaite but also approaches to Brathwaite as teacher, an
integral facet of his identity for several decades.
There are visible overlaps between these essays. As you read, you will encounter
oft-cited Brathwaite lines, from both his poetry and prose. You will become familiar with
the women who haunt his works: Zea Mexican, Dream Chad, Namsetoura. And, of course,
you will see repeated references to the repetition, return, and revision that are keystones of
Brathwaite’s oeuvre. But there are also overlaps in the invisible work involved in the peer
review and production of these essays. Brathwaite is forever a challenge for copy editors,
as much into line with each other, with JWIL house style, and with the academic requirements of citation as is possible, given Brathwaite’s resistance to (sometimes outright refusal
of) imposed traditions. The conversations we had and choices we made about typography,
naming, references, and more could form the basis of a future essay on how Brathwaite
continues to push us to question how we engage his work and his teachings, especially within academic str(u/i)ctures.
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Notes
1

For more information about the beginnings and further curation of the
Kamau Brathwaite Bibliography, see Josephs and Reid, “After the Collab-

2

Beverley Brathwaite, Kamau Brathwaite’s widow, has indicated that she is
currently working on preparing his papers for archiving.

3

In 1980, Caribbean Quarterly also ran a split special issue on Kamau
Brathwaite and Derek Walcott. See Caribbean Quarterly, vol. 26, nos. 1–2,
Mar.–June 1980.
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